Side event

THE COST OF IMPUNITY: THE CROSS-REGIONAL FIGHT OF AFFECTED COMMUNITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS FOR EFFECTIVE REMEDIES

Wednesday 25 October - 13.00-15.00
Palais des Nations UN, Geneva
Room XXII

Panelists include:

- Debbie Stothard, ASEAN Burma, Women HRD in Asia
- Legborsi Saro Pyagbara, MOSOP Nigeria, Land and environmental defenders in Africa
- Gustavo Castro, Otros Mundos, Mexico, political dimension of HRDs protection in Latin America
- Maria Isabel Cubides, FIDH, Globalization and Human Rights Desk
- Sarah Brooks, ISHR, Programme manager for Asia and Migrant Rights Defenders

Follow the event: @FIDH_UN  #HRD  #BindingTreaty